respondi alters a company`s knowledge about markets and target groups. respondi follows
and accompanies people in their daily online life and creates an extensive and detailed
picture of customers, wishes and behaviour using a combination of the latest technology,
scientific methods and digital know-how. We deliver the right participants for quantitative
and qualitative online studies - for example to renowned universities, market research institutes and companies - and operate our own online access panels in seven European
countries. In addition, we provide online behavioral data from our sub-panel, as well as
comprehensive services, in the area of data preparation and analysis. Founded in 2005 in
Cologne, Germany, we currently have more than 90 employees at our locations in Cologne,
London and Paris and work with more than 700 clients.

PROJECT MANAGER
MARKET RESEARCH
(F/M/D)
LONDON|FULL-TIME

YOUR RESPONSIBILITIES
y Support our international customers with the implementation of their online market
research projects
y Coordinate the projects from implementation of online surveys to the preparation and
evaluation of the results and everything in between
y To manage multiple projects at one time
y Anticipate, troubleshoot, overcome and/or escalate project challenges in a timely
manner
y Effectively communicate both as an individual and as part of a client-facing project
team

YOUR STRENGTHS :
y University degree not required BUT you should possess the right attitude and can
cope with stress effectively
y Excellent knowledge of MS Office (Word, Excel, Powerpoint)
y Programming skills (SPSS, HTML, Javascript) and knowledge or empirical social research methods are desirable
y Experience in scripting with Tivian (formerly Questback) software would be advantageous
y Analytical and well-structured mind, as well as excellent organisational skills
y A drive for results and success, highly committed and very good communication skills
y Fluent/highly proficient in spoken and written English

WHY CHOOSE RESPONDI?
We are a small, close-knit team with a modern, open office in central London. Our team is
high-achieving, experienced and knowledgeable, and we place the utmost importance of
supporting one another. We will make sure you get the support & training you need and a
structured induction.
What else?
y Challenging and exciting projects for well known brands & clients
y Uncomplicated company policy
y Regular team events
y Company pension scheme
No need to send your documents by post, we prefer to receive job applications by
email. Please send your cover letter to hr@respondi.com and include your salary
expectation as well as your CV and any other relevant certificates and references.

WWW.RESPONDI.COM

